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Abstract. By using a well known technique from classical statistical mechanics
of one-dimensional lattice spin systems we prove existence of an absolutely
continuous invariant asymptotic measure for certain locally expanding maps
T of the unit cube in Uk. We generalize herewith in a certain sense the results of
Lasota and Yorke on piecewise expanding maps of the unit interval to higher
dimensions. We show a Kuzmin-type theorem for these systems from which
exponential approach to equilibrium and strong mixing properties follow.

Introduction

There has been quite a lot of interest over the last years in a possible prediction
of the long time behaviour of inherent stochastic deterministic systems. Many of
these systems depend very sensitively on initial conditions and the smallest un-
certainties grow in general exponentially fast. This makes any long term prediction
of a single orbit practically impossible. From classical statistical mechanics where
one handles systems with a huge number of degrees of freedom, one is familiar
with another kind of description which is based on their statistical behaviour.
It was quite a surprise that also systems with only a very few degrees of freedom
should allow for such a description. But computer calculations, which up to now
are the main tool for handling such nonlinear systems, showed that one has in
general a well defined mean behaviour: time averages of most observables along
single trajectories exist and do not depend on the specific trajectory. This suggests
that many of these systems support very special measures for which some sort of
generalized ergodic theorem is expected to hold. These measures are the so-called
asymptotic measures.

From the physical point of view they just correspond to the well known Gibbs
measures of classical statistical mechanics which also describe the long time
behaviour of Hamiltonian systems. Contrary to the situation there for general
dynamical systems, the asymptotic measures are hardly known and even their
eixtence is a rather difficult problem, not to mention explicit analytic expressions.
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So it is not a big surprise that only very few classes of such nonlinear dynamical
systems can be treated in a satisfactory way: there are the so-called expanding
maps of Shub [1] which expand distances uniformly in all directions, which leads
to a smoothing out of a given initial distribution. Krzyzewski and Szlenk [2]
proved indeed existence of an invariant absolutely continuous asymptotic measure
for these systems. Explicit expressions however are not easy to get.

Another class of well understood systems are Smale's Axiom-A systems [3].
In contrast to Shub's expanding maps they are invertible and can therefore serve
as models for time reversible systems. They are characterized by the property that
they partly expand and partly contract directions in a uniform way, the contraction
being responsible for their in general very singular behaviour. Bowen and Ruelle
[4, 5] nevertheless have been able to show existence of an asymptotic measure
whose support is often a complicated Cantor-like set called a strange attractor.
To get explicit expressions for these measures which are not absolutely continuous
with respect to ordinary Lebesque measure is more or less hopeless because
already the support of the measure, that is the set on which the long time behaviour
of the system takes place, is very difficult to describe analytically. We know only of
one non-trivial example, namely Smale's solenoid where a complete discussion
can be given. This Axiom-A system has also been used to solve another non-Axiom-
A system in [6]. In both cases explicit formulas can be derived and interesting
predictions for observables like correlation functions can be made.

As is very often the case, the best understood systems are the one-dimensional
ones. Lasota and Yorke [7] discussed piecewise expanding maps of the unit
interval generalizing Shub's expanding maps in a certain way. They again showed
existence of an absolutely continuous invariant measure for such maps for which,
among others, Bowen [8] found conditions for being an asymptotic measure.
The most complete discussion of these maps has been given by Hofbauer and
Keller [9]. They also showed a Kuzmin-type theorem for the weakly mixing
among those systems: smooth enough absolutely continuous measures converge
exponentially fast in density to this asymptotic measure, which then implies
strong multiple mixing properties, even exactness, and a central limit theorem.

There are quite a lot of examples of piecewise expanding maps of the unit
interval where even explicit expressions for the asymptotic measure are known.
The most famous are certainly the Gauβ-measure for the continued fraction
transformation [10] and Parry's measure [11] for the ̂ -transformation introduced
originally by Renyi [12]. The main reason why this is possible is the fact that for
such piecewise expanding maps the density of the asymptotic measure can be
determined as the eigenfunction to the highest eigenvalue of a certain positive
operator which is named after Perron and Frobenius [9], and which corresponds
to the well known Liouville operator in classical Hamiltonian mechanics. The
spectrum of this Perron-Frobenius operator determines whether or not an
absolutely continuous invariant measure exists and also if it is an asymptotic
measure for this system.

One is then lead immediately to the problem to generalize the whole theory
to higher dimensions. There exists indeed a first step to such an extension [13]
in dimension two, but the method used there seems to meet serious difficulties
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in still higher dimensions. These are connected with the problem of finding the
appropriate function spaces for the Perron-Frobenius operator where its spectrum
can be understood in a satisfactory way. In dimension one and two the space of
functions of bounded variation is a good choice and the spectrum of the Perron-
Frobenius operator turns out to be quite simple there [9], In higher dimensions
this is no longer the case [13].

The problem is therefore to find a good space for this operator. In this paper
we have been inspired by a closely related problem in classical statistical mechanics.
The Perron-Frobenius operator has some similarity with the so-called transfer
operator or its generalization, the Ruelle-Araki operator [14]. Its spectrum is
closely related to certain thermodynamic properties of the underlying one dimen-
sional lattice spin system. In [14] it was shown that a special situation arises if the
Ruelle-Araki operator can be defined in certain spaces of holomorphic functions.
Then Grothendieck's theory of nuclear operators [15], respectively Krasnoselskii's
theory of positive operators on real Banach spaces [16], can be applied.
In statistical mechanics this happens if the interaction energy decreases
exponentially fast in the distance between lattice points. In this paper we consider
therefore a certain class of mappings of the unit cube in Uk which generalize the
concept of piecewise expanding maps to any dimension and which allow the
Perron-Frobenius operator to be defined again on certain holomorphic function
spaces. To achieve this we have to introduce a generalized Ruelle-Araki operator
for these systems. Its spectrum will be closely related to that of the original Perron-
Frobenius operator. Using the same techniques as in the classical statistical
mechanics case as described in [14], we are able to prove existence of an absolutely
continuous asymptotic measure for our class of locally expanding maps in [Rfc. The
method also gives a Kuzmin-type theorem from which exponential approach to
equilibrium defined by the above mentioned asymptotic measure and strong
multiple mixing properties immediately follow.

Many number theoretic dynamical systems like the continued fraction trans-
formation, certain /^-transformations, the Jacobi-Perron algorithm and its
generalizations [17,18], certain higher dimensional F-expansions [19,20],
belong to our class of transformations. Our technique therefore provides a unified
treatment of all these systems which were discussed up to now by very different
methods in the literature. Our results not only reproduce known results but give
to a certain extent also slight improvements in all these cases.

A very interesting problem which we will touch only in passing is connected
with the rate of convergence of any smooth enough density to the density of the
asymptotic measure in Kuzmin's theorem. It follows from our arguments that this
rate is given by minus the logarithm of the absolute value of the second highest
eigenvalue of the Ruelle-Araki operator. Unfortunately we were not able to
relate this number, except for some trivial cases, to other dynamical invariants
of the underlying dynamical systems. Perhaps some recent work by Parry and
Tuncel [21] is related to this problem. See in this connection also a recent paper
by Keller [22].

In detail the paper is organized as follows: In the first chapter we define a class
of locally expanding maps of the unit cube in Uk. We give some examples of
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transformations belonging to this class. In Chap. II we define a generalized
Ruelle-Araki operator and discuss its relation to the regular Perron-Frobenius
operator for these transformations. In Chap. Ill spectral properties of this operator
in certain Banach spaces of holomorphic mappings are derived by using the theory
of compact positive operators as discussed in Krasnoselskii's book [16]. From
these our main theorem on the asymptotic measure for such a transformation
then follows immediately.

I. A Class of Locally Expanding Maps in Uk

In the following we denote by Ik the /c-dimensional unit cube Ik={xeUk\
O^x^l, l ^ i ^ f e } , and by int Ik its open interior. Let T: /*-*/* be a
not necessarily everywhere defined map of Ik into itself with the following pro-
perties :

(Al) Locally Expanding

There exists a countable partition Ik = (J O. of Ik into pairwise disjoint open sets
iεl

0. with meas (50.) = 0 such that T Oi:Oi-^TOi is bijective. Denote by ψ. its
inverse I/Λ: T(λ -> Or Then I/Λ is real analytic and can be continued to a_holo-
morphic mapping of some bounded domain Ω =) Ik in Ck such_that \l/t(Ω) c Ω
(strictly contained in) for all IE I. On some open domain Ω' with Ω c Ω' we have:
det \l/((z) =£ 0 and ]Γ | det \l/'.(z) \ < oo uniformly on Ω'.

iel

(A2) Markov Partition

There exists a countable partition Ik = \J Wa into open disjoint sets Wa with

Fα) = 0, such that to any αeJ and any iel there either exists a unique
βe J with ιl/.(WΛ) c W^ n 0. or \I/.(WΛ) c U*\Ik.

(A3) Irreducibilίty

a) To any pair a, βeJ there exist indices i1 , ... , irel, γ1 , ... , yrεJ depending on
α, j8 with y1= β such that

o . - . o ^ j p y j c z r\Oi for all 1 ̂  / ̂  r.
it

We call then (Wβ, ψ. 0"'oll/

ίr^0)
 an allowed chain.

b) If I J| = oo, then there exists an integer M > 0 such that for any two allowed
chains (Wβ, il/ii°~'°il'irWg) and (Wβ,9 ψh

Q~ QΨirWΛλ we have Wβ = Wβ, if r ̂  M.
Furthermore t\ιere exists an je/ with ^5(VΓα) c= 0. for all αe J.

(^44) 5eί of Uniqueness

For anyxe/ f ctheset lim {φ^0"'0^^ ( x ) ' i i 9 ...9iNeI, such that ψίt° ••• ° φi (x)e/fc

N-> oo N

for all 1 ̂  / ̂  Λ^} is a set of uniqueness for any holomorphic function on Ω.
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Remarks. 1. Condition (A4) is fulfilled for instance if the set Per(T) =
T"x = x} is dense in /*. This follows from the fact that any xpePer(T) is a fixed
point of some mapping Ψi ° ~°ψir, z z e/ The Earle-Hamilton fixed point theorem
[23] for holomorphic mappings shows that lim (ψ^0- °ψir)

N (z) = xp for all

. But int Ik is certainly a set of uniqueness for any holomorphic /on Ω.
2. The locally expanding property is reflected in the contraction property of

the inverse mappings ψ. which map Ω strictly inside itself.

3. We call the partition Ik = (J 0. proper, if TO. = int Ik for all ie/. In this
ie/

case conditions (A2) and (A3) follow already from (Al): The partition {0.} is
already a Markov partition. Because int/ f c = TO. for all ιe/, we get
^.(0/)c=^.(int/k) = ^.(TO.) = 0.. On the other hand (Op ψ.^ ••• °\l/irO.) is an
allowed chain if and only if I = il .

4. If at least one 0. is proper then ψ^WJ a 0. for all αeJ.

Definition. We call a transformation T:/ k -»/ f c fulfilling conditions (Al) to
(A4) a locally expanding map of the unit cube Ik.

Examples of Locally Expanding Maps

Example 1. The continued fraction transformation. Here k = 1 and T:/1 -^ί1 is
defined as Tx = 1/x — [1/x], where [ ] denotes the largest integer ^ the argument.
Take for O. the open inverval 0. = {xe/1 : l/(i + 1) < x < 1/z}, and set ψ.(x) =
l/(i + x) for z = 1, 2, 3, ... . This defines a proper partition and conditions (Al) to
(A4) are easily verified [24].

Example 2. Renyi's ^-transformation for β integer or a β-number > 1. Again
k = 1 and T : I 1 -> I 1 is defined as Tx = βx mod 1 = ((/frc)). If/? is integer, then take
0. = (xe/1 : i/j8 < x < (i + l)/β} for Q^i^β-l and ^.(x) = (x + i)/β. Again
this leads to a proper partition and things are very easy.

More interesting is the case where β is not an integer. Parry called β in [11] a
β-number if the ^-expansion of ((/?)) is eventually periodic. Recall that any xe/ 1

00

has an expansion x = ]Γ aβ~l in powers of β"1, with a. integer from the set
i=l

{0, . . . , [jS] } such that a. = \_β T*~ !x] for all /. If there exist integers p and N such
that ai + p = ai for all / ^ N, then we call x a β-number. If ((j?)) is a β-number, then
the orbit {Tn((β))}neM consists of only finitely many points and vice versa. Call
these points /?1 , . . . , /?M, and arrange them in increasing order Q < β^ < -- < βM<l.

M

They define a partition J1 = (J ί̂ . with P .̂ = {xe/1 : j 8 _ . < x < β j+1} with

If we take for 0. and ι/^., 0 ̂  z ^ [j8] — 1 the same definitions as for β an integer
and define 0[β] as
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m

respectively ψ[β](x) = ([/?] + x)/β, then the partition 71 = (JO. is no longer
i = 0

proper because T0[β] = {xel1 :0 < x < ((/?))} is a proper subset of int 71. Never-
theless property (Al) can be checked very easily with an appropriate domain Ω.

M

We have to show that the partition I1 = (J Wi is a Markov partition. Because
i = 0

all open sets 0., 0 g i rg [jδ] — 1 are proper, we get for all these fs:\l/.(Wk) c 0. for
all 0 ^ fc ̂  M. For z = [/?], on the other hand, all sets Wk with Wk c (0, (()8))) are
mapped under ψ[β} into 0[/?], whereas all those Wks with PFk cz (((/?)), 1) are mapped
outside I 1 . To show now that in the case where ψ^W^ c 0. there exists indeed a set
PFj with lAj(^c) ^ Wp we only have to prove that there is no solution of the equation

ΨtW = βm 0)

for any xeWk and any βme{Tn((β))}neN. Equation (1) implies i + χ = β-βm or

x = T(βm). Therefore xe{Tn((β))}ne^ in contradiction to xeWk. Therefore
\l/.(Wk) c Wl for some /.

Property (A3) follows from ergodicity of T[12] and property (A4) from density

Example?*. The Jacobi-Perron algorithm. In this case fc is arbitrary and T:
jk _^ jk js ^efjneci as follows [17] :

Tx = (x 2/Xj - [x2/xj,x3/x1 ~ [Vxι]' 'Vxι ~ [VXJ' V^i ~ [Vxι])

This transformation is in a certain sense a generalization of the continued fraction
transformation to higher dimensions and plays an interesting role in the characteri-
zation of irrational algebraic numbers of higher degree [25]. The ergodic properties
of the algorithm in the form of the transformation T above have been discussed by
Schweiger [17] and Gordin [26]. We show that this and other related trans-
formations [18] are locally expanding in our sense.

Denote by On for n = (n19 ... , nk)eNk with nk ^ 1 and n. g nk the open set

0 n ={xe/*: l/(n k + 1) < x1 < l/nk,...,n.x1 <xi+l <(ni+ I)x1 if n. < nk, ... ,

They define a partition Ik = (j On, with all those On proper for which n. < nk for
n

1 ^ / ̂  k — 1. The mappings \j/n : TOn -> On are defined as

and have nice holomorphic extensions. The explicit analytic form of the domain Ω
which is mapped by all these ψn strictly inside itself is known to us only for fc = 2.
For k ̂  3 we used a computer to check the required property.

To find the Markov partition we use a result of Perron [27]. He established
some kind of symbolic dynamics for this algorithm: call a sequence (n 1 5n 2, ...)
of vectors n . G l \ l k with the above mentioned properties allowed if there exists a
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point xelk with T*'1 xeOn for all i. Obviously not every such sequence is allowed
because not all On's are proper. Perron showed that there is a 1 — 1 correspondence
between the allowed sequences and almost all points in Ik. The transformation
T in Ik then corresponds simply to the shift operator τ(n15 n2, ... ) = (n2, n3, ... ).
On the other hand there corresponds to the mapping ψn the inverse operator
τn(n1? n2, . . . ) = (n, n1? . . . ) as long as the new sequence is again an allowed sequence.
In [17] it was shown that it depends only on a finite segment (n, n1 ? n2, ... , n^J
whether (n, n1 , . . .) is allowed if (ni ,n2, . . .) was allowed.

Let therefore α be the multiindex α = (n1 , . . . , nr) and define open sets WΛ c Ik as

W = <xεlk:xε Π T~(i~^0y. } I I
I i = ι

Then either ψn(Wa)<=: Wβ n 0n if β = (n, n t , . . . , nr _ x ) is a segment of some allowed
sequence or else ψn(WΛ) c Uk\Ik.

The first part of property (A3) follows again from ergodicity of T [17] whereas
the second part, remember [ J| = GO in this case, follows from the fact that for
/ ̂  r (Wp, ψ ° •" °ι^n WΛ) is an allowed chain only iί β = (n1? ... , nr). Furthermore
ψn(WΛ) c: On for all α if n is such that On is proper.

Property (A4) follows again from density of Per(T) in Ik. Other higher dimen-
sional number theoretic dynamical systems like Schweiger's modified Jacobi-
Perron algorithm [18] or Podsypanin's algorithm [18] all belong to our class of
locally expanding maps. They even possess proper partitions and are therefore
easier to handle than the original algorithm of Jacobi and Perron.

II. The Ruelle-Araki Operator for Locally Expanding Maps

Let us briefly recall the definition and some properties of the Perron-Frobenius
operator which can be defined for all reasonable enough transformations T:
Ik -> Ik [7]. Denote by L^(lk} the Banach space of absolutely Lebesgue integrable
functions on Ik and by L^(Ik] its dual. Then the Perron-Frobenius operator is
defined as the operator ££\Ll(Ik) -> L^) with the property

\f(x)g(Tx)dx = j (&f)(x)g(x)dx (2)

for all/eLjί/*) and all
The following important properties follow immediately from this definition :

a) j &f(x)dx = lf(x)dx for all/el^ (/*).
/k /k

b) f0(x)dx is T-invariant measure iff &f0 =/0 . (3)

It is just property (b) which makes this operator so interesting.
If the transformation T: Ik -> Ik fulfills condition (Al) then there exists a much

more explicit expression for 5£\ Lλ(lk) -» Lj(/ f c):

= Σld e t ^ί
iel
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where χA denotes the characteristic function of the set A c Ik. If all open sets O.
are proper, then we can replace this function for all i by the constant 1 and the
discussion gets much simpler as we shall soon see.

Because of property b) in (3) we have to investigate the spectrum of the above
operator. For this we have to choose the appropriate space where the spectrum
or at least the relevant part of it for our purposes can be determined. In dimension
k = 1 or k = 2 it turned out that the space of functions with bounded variation on
Ik is a good choice [9]. For k ̂  3 however this is not any more the case [13].

We will now show that it is possible for locally expanding mappings to define
a new operator & on a space of holomorphic mappings whose spectrum is closely
related to that of S£ and can fairly well be determined.

To motivate this operator j? we stress the similarity of X as defined in (4) and
the so-called transfer operator, respectively its generalization the Ruelle-Araki
operator, for one dimensional spin systems with long range interaction [14]. The
mathematical model underlying such a spin system is the one sided subshift of
finite type ΣA over the symbols F = {σλ , ... ,σj with transition matrix A indexed
by F with entries either zero or one and interaction energy ge<£(ΣA) [28]. The
space ΣA is the set of all configurations ξ = (ξ0, ξ ] ? ...)eFN such that Aξ * +1 = 1
for all ίe fU The shift operator τ: ΣA -» ΣA is defined by (τξ). = ζί+1 The thermo-
dynamic properties of such a spin system are completely determined by the spec-
trum of the Ruelle-Araki operator 3? : ̂ (ΣA) -> ^(ΣA) defined as

= Σ

which can also be written as an operator on the space ^ (CF, ΣA) of all continuous
mappings of ΣA into the space of sequences indexed by F whose elements we denote

by/fa ξ):

ξ) = Σ
i = l

with

To make a closer connection between operator J2? in (4) and this operator &
one has to interpret the characteristic functions χ in (4) as some kind of transition
matrices A. That this is possible for locally expanding maps we shall see now.

Using property (A2) we define for any ιe/ a transition matrix A(i} indexed by the
set J (which in general is infinite) as follows :

f l i f ^ W y c z

^ (0 if il/^WJciU^W

Next define a mapping φ.:J-*J for any iel :

__(β if there exists βε J with Λ ,
f [α otherwise.

Condition (A3) can then be written as follows :
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(A3)': to any pair α, βeJ there exist indices i1 , ... ,i re/ such that

<p f ι ° ° φir(a) = β, and A(^*"M = 1, with

Denote by #(cJ5 ΩR) the Banach space of all continuous mappings /of Ώκ into the
space Cj of bounded sequences indexed by J with norm

||7 1| = sup sup I /(α, x) |,
<xeJ xeύ®

where Ω = Ω n R*.
Ira ^

On this space we define a generalized Ruelle-Araki operator <g for the trans-
formation T :

J^7(α, x) = £ 4J>(β)fβε. det Mx)f(φfa), ^(x)X (8)
ϊe/

where ε. = sign det ι/^(x) is constant on jQK. Property (Al) shows that 5£ defines
a bounded linear operator on the space ^(cJ9 Ωκ).

The spectrum of & is closely related to that of the Perron-Frobenius operator
^ in (4).

To make this clear we define a linear operator κ\ ^(cj? Ωκ) -> L^/^) as

κ/M=7(α,x)ifxettς. (9)

Then

jk αeJ WH

and K is a bounded operator with norm ^ 1. Using this we get

Lemma 1. For fe^(cτ, ΩΛ we have

Proof. For almost all xeW^a /k, we get

(«, x) = Σ 4..^ det

There is a contribution only from those z"s in / for which A(£^ α = 1, that means
where there exists a βeJ with \l/i(x)eWβr\Oi or xeTO.. Therefore we can write
for almost all .xe W :

= χ£ί det ̂
ie/

But then κ(3?f)(x) = ££(κf)(x) for almost all xe/ fe, which proves Lemma 1.
A consequence of this lemma is that any eigenfunction f of the operator §?

corresponding to an eigenvalue λ determines an eigenfunction K/of the operator
£? corresponding to exactly the same eigenvalue. To show existence of an absolute-
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ly continuous T invariant measure it is therefore enough to prove that λ = I is an
eigenvalue of 3? with a positive eigenfunction/in ^(cJ9 Ωm).

Consider first the simpler case where all the 0. are proper. Then A(^(k} k = 1 for
all fs in / and all fee J = /: set φ.(k) = i as discussed in Remark 3) in Chap. I. The
Ruelle-Araki operator 5? then reads

iel

and leaves the space #(ΩK) of all continuous functions on Ωκ regarded as a sub-
space of #(cp Ωu) invariant. Any eigenfunction/of 3> must belong to this subspace.
The Perron-Frobenius and the Ruelle-Araki operators are therefore identical in
this case.

To get some insight into the spectrum of the operator 3? in (8) we apply the
same strategy as we did in [14] for the analogous operator in classical statistical
mechanics: we restrict its domain of definition to an appropriate subspace of
holomorphic mappings hoping to understand the relevant part of its spectrum
better there.

III. The Spectrum of the Ruelle-Araki Operator

Denote by B(CJ, Ω) the Banach space of all holomorphic mappings/of the domain
Ω into the Banach space Cj of all bounded sequences indexed by J with the norm

I : sup sup I/(α, z)|.

Property (Al) implies that this space Js invariant under $ when considered in a
canonical way as subspace of ^(cj? ΩR). If furthermore all O.'s are proper, then
even the space B(Ω) of all holomorphic functions on Ω with the sup norm is
invariant and every eigenfunction of 3? in B(cjy Ω) has to belong already to B(Ω).
Let K be a proper cone with interior in the real Banach space B and Jt : B -» B
a positive operator with respect to K.

Definition [16]. The operator Jt is called w0-positive if there exists an UQ e int K
such that for every f e K 9 f = £ 0 there are numbers NE N, γ, δ > 0 (all depending on/)
with yuQ ^ Jt^f^ δuQ .

Denote by Bu(cJ9 Ω)_ the real Banach space B^CJ, Ω) = { f e B ( C j , Ω):
/(α, x)e ίRVαEJ and xeΩ^}. Then B(cJ9 Ω) = BR(cJ9 Ω) + iB^(cJ9 Ω). Furthermore
let K be the cone

K = {feB^Cj, Ω):/(α, x) ̂  0 V α e J and xeΩu}.

An element /eK belongs to i n t X i f f i n f min/(α, x) > 0. Trivially the mapping

/0eK with/0(α, z) = 1 for all αeJ is an interior element.
Let g be any other interior element of K. Then there exist numbers y, δ > 0

with y/0 ^ g ^ <5/0. One only has to take y = inf min g(a, x) and δ = sup sup #(α, x).

Lemma 2. The operator 3?: B^(CJ, Ω) -> BR(cJ9 Ω) is f0-positive with respect to the
above coneK.
Proof. We only have to show that there exists for every fEK,fφθ a number N
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with &N feint K. In a first step we show that there exists N with &Nf(a, x) ̂  0
for all αe J and xeΩ^. Let us assume this is not the case. Then there exist for every
ne M α = φ) and x = x(n) with J?"7(α, x) = 0. But

iι,...,tne/

From this it follows that all/Op^ " ° <pίn(α), i/^ ° ° ̂ /n(x)) for which A(^""tin) = 1
must vanish. Using the Earle-Hamilton Theorem we can apply in the limit n -> oo
condition (A4) to any7(φίl °" ° φin(&\ z\ where by assumption (A3) φ^ ° ~ ° φin(ot)
can be then any βeJ:f(β, z) must vanish on a set of uniqueness and is therefore
identically zero for every βe J.

The lemma is now proved for | J \ < oo and for the case where the partition is
proper. In the case | J \ = oo let us assume that inf min J^N7(α, x) = 0 for the above

« ΩR

N and therefore for all ΛΓ/ > N. By condition (A3) there exist je/ with ψj(Wa) c 0.
fora l lαe/andM > 0 such that ψr.(Wa) c Wβ for some β and all WΛiϊr ^ M. Choose
some r ^ M and set

α:- min j£"7(A x) and 6:- min|det(^.y(x)|.
0R ΩM

By assumption there exist to every ε > 0, αε e J and a xε e Ωu with 0 <
^N+ϊ-7(αε?xε)<ε.But

^ + 7(«β,xβ)= Σ <1-wβίl...βίrdet(^ιo...o^r)'(Xβ)

The right-hand side can be bounded below by the term

< ..... % . . . ε. det (W(x)$«f(β, ^(xε)),

which itself is bounded below by α έ>. Because a b > 0 this gives a contradiction
and inf min =^N/(α, x) > 0. This proves the lemma.

« ΩR

To apply the results of Krasnoselskii [16] for such ι/0-positive operators we
still have to show that there exists NeN with &N compact.

Lemma 3. There exists N ^ 1 such that the operator &N: B(CJ, Ω) -> B(CJ, Ω) is
compact.
Proof. Consider first the case | J| < oo or those T's with a proper partition. Then
the operator can be extended as a bounded operator to the nuclear spaces ^(cj? Ω)
[29], respectively jtf(Ω\ such that

J? Ω) -> B(cJ9 Ω\ respectively : tf(Ω) -> B(Ω).

2? is therefore automatically nuclear of order zero [15]. The same is then true for
^ : B(cJ7 Ω) -> B(cJ7 Ω) and analogous in the other case.

In the case | J | = oo this argument does not work any more because the space
J^(cJ? Ω) is no longer nuclear [29]. Using condition (A3)fc we know that there
exists M > 0 such that φ. ° ••• ° φ. (α) = φ. ° ••• °φi (β) if r ̂  M and A(^"~'ir] =

1
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Consider then the expression for

J?M/(α, z)= £ 6ji ...

Because of the above remark the term /(...) does not depend on α as long as
^OΊ,...,;^) = } por fixec[ ze£2 define then a linear mapping π: £(£,, Ώ) -> c/M,

where c/M denotes the Banach space of all bounded sequences indexed by IM

as follows:

=
Jiι, -,iM o otherwise.

(10)

The mapping π is trivially bounded with norm || π || ^ 1. The operator / : c/M -> c7

defined for fixed zeί2 as

on the other hand is a compact operator. It can namely be written as

/= V λ. . u* . ®ϋ. .
Z^ II .- . IM II - IM H .ΪM

iι,...,iMe/

with «Γ,..iM";M and || u* ΛM || g 1, vtι^eCj and || .,, ,M || S 1,

and

Σ I
ίι,...,ίMe/

< oo.

To see this one only has to set

= c.

y(z).
^ v y=c. ...c.

This shows that for fixed zeΩ, the set {j^M/(.,z): |||/||| ^ 1} is compact in cr

Montel's Theorem as stated^and proved in [29] then shows that {&Mf: \\\f\\\ ^ 1}
is compact in B(c}, Ω) and 3?M therefore compact, because this set is automatically
equicontinuous. Taking the above results together we now get

Theorem. Let T: Ik -> Ik be locally expanding. Then there exists a Ύ -invariant
absolutely continuous measure μ whose density f is locally holomorphic. For T a
Kuzmin-type theorem is valid and the dynamical system (Ik, T, μ) has strong multiple
mixing properties. The correlation functions of smooth enough observables decay
exponentially fast.
Proof. Because 3?M is a compact and & t/0-positive this operator has a simple
positive eigenvalue λ1 with an eigenfunction /j eint K, whereas all other eigen-
values are contained in a disc of radius strictly smaller than λ1 [16]. To show that
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λ1 = 1 we use Lemma 1 which tells us that κfλ is a strictly positive eigenfunction
of the Perron-Frobenius operator $ in the space L t(/ f e) with the same eigenvalue
A j . Property α, in (3) then gives immediately λ1 = 1.

Let us normalize/! in such a way that J (K/^ )(x)dx = 1 and call κfv =f1 .
Ik

The spectral properties permit the following representation for the operator
& : & = Pf -f Jf, where Pf is a projection operator onto/j defined by

and yP is some bounded operator with spectral radius p = \ λ2 1, where λ2 is the
second highest eigenvalue of $. Furthermore^ p^ =p^J^ = 0, This last
property implies that &n = Pfι + Λ?"for alln ̂  1, and therefore HJJ^11 - P/J|| ̂  Cp"
for some constant C and w large enough.

Consider any geL^l*) such that there exists g in #(cJ9 Ω) with 0 = κ0. Then
we get

|| ̂ ng - J gfWdx/, || = || ̂ nκg - ί

- Pfί
/fe

for 77 large enough. But this is just a Kuzmin-type theorem. By using a simple
approximation argument one derives from this that for any 0eLj(/k):

lim || JSf"flf - J ̂ (x)^ || = 0. (11)
"-+00 /k

To show that the system (/k, Γ, μ) has strong multiple mixing properties one has to
consider for g0, ... ,gί eL}(Ik) the multiple corrleation function

J gQ(x)g,(T^x)g2(T^ + n>x) . . . 9l(T
Ik

in the limit n. -> oo for all 1 g / 5Ξ /. But

lim f f lf0(x^1(T" ix)..^1(T"1- f-+"Ix)/1(x)dx= lim f

which because of (1 1) is equal to

f β0(x)f1(x)dx f
Jk Jk

Repeating this argument several times we get finally

lim ... lim I Y[gi(Tn> + -+n<x)g0(x)f1(x)dx= f] f θ
i = 0 Ik

kIt is clear that for all 0.eLj(/k) which can be continued to g.GB(Cj, Ω) the above
multiple mixing property is exponentially fast. This proves our theorem.

Remarks. 1) With arguments similar to those used in [9] it should be possible to
prove even exactness [30] of the system (/fe, T, μ) and a central limit theorem.
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2) The rate of decay of the above correlation functions as well as the rate of
convergence of a smooth enough measure to the equilibrium measure μ in Kuzmin's
theorem is determined by — logp, where p is the spectral radius of Jfr or in our
case the second highest eigenvalue λ2 of 3? . In the case of the ^-transformation p
can easily be determined and turns out to be β~ 1 and the decay rate is therefore
just the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy h(T) for this transformation. Unfortunately
this is not true in general as one can see already from the following simple one
dimensional locally expanding map T:/ 1 -> I1 defined as

In this case p = p2 + g2, whereas h(T) = — plnp — q Inq. Nevertheless one
expects some relation between p and dynamical invariants of the underlying
system.

Such invariants have been discussed in a different problem in a recent paper
by Parry and Tuncel in [21] in the form of a function P(ζ) which in our case would
be the highest eigenvalue of the following Ruelle-Araki operator 3 ' :
B(c,,β)-»B(c,,Ω):

iel

which is well defined for instance for Re ζ ̂  0. It would be interesting to understand
this function P(ζ) also in our case and especially its connection with the decay
rate p. (See in this connection also [22] and [30] ).

3) Our method gives a new proof of Kuzmin's original theorem on the
continued fraction transformation [31]. It also allows a unified treatment of many
other number theoretic systems which have been discussed in the literature using
quite different techniques in every case. The analyticity properties of the invariant
density have not been known up to now.

4) It should be possible to weaken finally the holomorphy properties of the
inverse mappings ψ. in condition (Al). A careful study of the generalized Ruelle-
Araki operator in an appropriate subspace of ^(cjy Ωm) should give results very
similar to ours.

This work has been done during a stay of the author as a Heisenberg fellow of
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft at the IHES at Bures s. Yvette. It is a great
pleasure to thank its director Prof. N. Kuiper for his kind hospitality and the
French Minister for Foreign Affairs for a grant which made this visit possible.
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